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Pickleball/QuickStart Post Installation
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Hardware is located in a seperate box.

POST AND ANCHOR INSTALLATION:
1. When installing post, use bottom collar to ensure post
height is about 3' above the court surface.
2. Posts should be spaced 22’ apart
(measured inside-to-inside).
3. DIRECT GROUND INSTALLATION
Anchor each post in a block of concrete as shown in
the diagram. Pour the concrete into a bell-shaped hole
24” in diameter at the top and 30“ in diameter at the
bottom. Make the hole at least 36” deep.
4. GROUND SLEEVE INSTALLATION -Recommended
While pouring the concrete hold the ground sleeve in
place, plugged end down. Use a plumb line to set the
sleeve pointing straight up. Sleeve should be set flush
with the surface. Let concrete dry. Carefully set the post
in ground sleeves.

5. Adjust set screw to tighten tennis post cap.
6. Screw on the top and bottom eyebolts to each post.
8. CENTER ANCHOR -Recommended
The center anchor should be 11’ away from each post.
Pour concrete into a bell shaped hole 9” in diameter at
the top and 12” in diameter at the bottom. The hole
should be 12” deep. While pouring, hold the anchor in
place, with the narrowed end down. Make sure the
anchor is flush with the surface and pin is parallel to the
net line. Let concrete dry.

CARE & MAINTENANCE
During the off season, it is best to winterize your court
by removing the tennis posts and use sleeve plugs
(sold seperately) to prevent moisture and dirt from
falling in.

Douglas® SW-36 Deluxe
Net Installation *Pickleball Nets are sold seperately.
1. Stretch out the net across the court.
2. Attach the loop on the other end of the cable to the hook half
way down the outside of the “dummy” post.
3. On take up post, attach one end of cable to the hook

on the reel, turn clockwise a couple times to wrap
around reel.

4. Turning the handle clockwise, crank up cable so center of net
is approximately 38". DO NOT OVERWIND.
5. Insert dowels (provided) through the end side tapes.
6. To secure the net with provided lacing cord; You will receive
(2) shorter white pieces of cord and (2) longer pieces of black
cord. Take one piece of white lacing cord and tie a knotted
loop approximately 2” at one end. Use this white cord to lace
through the (2) grommets on the net headband, as well as the
1st top grommet on the side of the net; tie a knot and secure
to top eyebolt. Next, use the black cord and start by tying the

Item # 63078, 63079
top of the black cord to the top eyebolt, and proceed in lacing
the cord through the grommets and onto the lacing rods (if
available) or around the post. Continue this along the entire
side of the net. As you move down the post, keep tension on
the lacing cord. Once the lacing cord has been installed
through all the grommets, begin at the top and pull on the
lacing cord until the net is flush against the net post from top
to bottom. Once the net is flush against the net post, tie the
lacing cord at the bottom of the net post to the eyebolt. Cut
off any excess lacing cord. Repeat for other post.
7. Measure the depth of the net in the center and adjust the
optional center strap to make the net 34” at the center line of
the courts.
8. Your installation is now complete. Your net should sit
comfortable but somewhat taut between the net posts with a
small gap between the net and posts.
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